
 

Binance proposes fund to save crypto from
future failures
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Binance CEO Changpeng Zhao answers a question during a Zoom meeting
interview with The Associated Press on Nov. 16, 2021. Cryptocurrency
exchange giant Binance is proposing the creation of a rescue fund that would
save otherwise healthy crypto companies from failure, aiming to stave off the
cascading effects of last week's implosion of the third-largest crypto exchange
FTX. Zhao posted on Twitter Monday, Nov. 14, 2022 that his company would
create “an industry recovery fund, to help projects who are otherwise strong, but
in a liquidity crisis." Credit: AP Photo, File
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Cryptocurrency exchange giant Binance is proposing the creation of a
rescue fund that would save otherwise healthy crypto companies from
failure, aiming to stave off the cascading effects of last week's implosion
of FTX, the world's third-largest crypto exchange.

Binance founder and CEO Changpeng Zhao posted on Twitter Monday
that his company would create "an industry recovery fund, to help
projects who are otherwise strong, but in a liquidity crisis."

Zhao provided no details on the fund's size or scope, or how the funds
would be distributed.

The entire cryptocurrency universe is reeling from the bankruptcy of
FTX, which was besieged with withdrawal requests in what has been the 
cryptocurrency equivalent of a bank run. It's the latest failure of a
cryptocurrency firm this year, as the prices for Bitcoin, Ethereum and
other cryptocurrencies have collapsed in value.

The broader effects of FTX's failure are still too early to determine, but
there are other firms now facing withdrawal requests straining their
systems. BlockFi and Crypto.com both said they were facing high 
withdrawal requests after FTX's failure.

Cryptocurrencies have no government backing, so there's no equivalent
of deposit insurance or government backstop. What Zhao is proposing
may be something similar to deposit insurance or a central bank-like
entity for cryptocurrencies.

© 2022 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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https://twitter.com/cz_binance/status/1592044496174612482?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1592044496174612482%7Ctwgr%5E4e458d7f7951ee58c5cdeb4c046648866759e2b5%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wsj.com%2Flivecoverage%2Fstock-market-news-today-11-14-2022%2Fcard%2Fbinance-to-create-recovery-fund-for-crypto-projects-short-on-cash-Ky8tL3mEdpUCvSnRXJCg
https://techxplore.com/tags/company/
https://techxplore.com/tags/cryptocurrency/
0e94ec1db6ff69d1453bfa9133ca0c79
0e94ec1db6ff69d1453bfa9133ca0c79
https://techxplore.com/tags/withdrawal/
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